FAYETTEVILLE USBC ASSOCIATION INC
BOWLER OF THE YEAR

To be selected Bowler of the Year is the greatest honor and tribute we can bestow upon any member
of the Fayetteville USBC Association Inc. The following guidelines should be considered in your
nomination:
1. Sportsmanship
a. Is the nominee an example in the tradition of good bowling etiquette?
b. Is the nominee always fair and encouraging to others, winning or losing?
2. Conduct
a. Are the nominee’s lane actions in keeping with the best interest of good bowling and an
example for others to follow?
b. Does the nominee always try to promote bowling and help/encourage others?
c. Is the nominee’s conduct on and off the lanes respected by others?
3. Achievements
a.

List all awards and/or achievements whether in league, tournaments or association. (add dates if
possible).

b. List association tournaments, state and national tournaments the bowler has participated in.
4. Summary

When selecting your choice for a nominee, allow no personal feelings to interfere. The deciding factors
should always be what the nominee has and will continue to contribute to help promote interest in the sport of
bowling, over all achievements and the honor of good sportsmanship.
A bowler can nominate any Fayetteville bowler from any Fayetteville league as long as the person being
nominated meets the requirements. Since it is impossible for us to know everyone, please submit an
informative and accurate resume explaining why the person you nominated deserves this award. Your
committee needs this information to ensure that the best candidate is chosen. All detailed resumes and/or
letters must be signed, dated and placed in a sealed envelope. Completed nomination may be placed in any
Fayetteville drop box located at each of three city bowling centers. Names alone will not be considered.
Deadline: July 31, annually.
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